UNLOCK THE POWER OF VIDEO EVIDENCE

Play all video files
with bulk conversion

CONVERT UNPLAYABLE VIDEO FILES IN MINUTES
Streamlined | Simple | Flexible

Axon Convert is a local software solution that gives you the power to convert unplayable file formats
with ease. It ingests and converts files in minutes with only a few clicks, making manual conversion
a thing of the past. Since we know maintaining an evidence trail is important, Axon Convert not only
produces a playable file, but also preserves the original and creates a report detailing the exact changes.
Unlocking additional video evidence gives you the ability to see faster identifications, quicker subject
apprehensions, and a dramatic increase in public safety.

800-978-2737 axon.com/convert

FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
STANDALONE SOLUTION: Axon Convert is a
single solution that does not require additional
plug-ins or third-party software.
EASY TO INGEST: Drag and drop files into the
program in seconds.
AUTOMATIC: Convert files with the click
of a button.

FLEXIBLE: The output folder can be relocated on
the local PC or on a network share.
TRANSPARENT: The original file is preserved,
and a detailed report of the results is provided.
STREAMLINED: Combine multiple files from
the same camera into one single file for upload
to Evidence.com

AXON
FORENSIC SUITE
Axon Convert is part of the Axon Forensic Suite, the ultimate productivity suite. With the Axon Forensic
Suite, you can bring the laboratory to any incident. The software can be installed in your response
vehicle’s computers or on laptops, allowing for maximum flexibility. Best of all, the tools in this workflow
are available from one vendor, ensuring that you won’t encounter compatibility issues.
AXON FIVE
Axon Five is a complete software solution for
processing images and video. Simple, fast, and
precise, Axon Five lets you clarify and analyze
images and video using scientifically validated
software that meets evidence code in the U.S. and
Canada. It also produces a report listing processing
steps, settings, and algorithms used in analysis and
their source information.

AXON DETECT
Axon Detect is an image analysis program for
tamper detection. It goes beyond image-matching
to offer you a robust suite of authentication tools
to certify evidence in-house. This reduces the need
for external consultants, shortens turnaround time,
and lets you use evidence captured by the public.
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